Comparative efficiency of plasma and halogen light sources on composite micro-hardness in different curing conditions.
Recent developments have led to the introduction of high power curing lights, which are claimed to greatly reduce the total curing time. This study evaluated the effectiveness of a plasma-curing device (Apollo 95 E) and a halogen device (Heliolux DLX), in different curing conditions. Vicker's micro-hardness values were performed on 1 and 2 mm thick composite discs cured in a natural tooth mold by direct irradiation or indirect irradiation through composite material (2 or 4 mm) and dental tissues (1 mm enamel or 2 mm enamel-dentin). Measures were, respectively, performed after a 1, 3, 6 s (SC, step curing mode) or 18 s (3xSC) exposure to the plasma light, and a 5, 10, 20 or 40 s exposure to the halogen light. With the PAC light used, a 3 s irradiation in the direct curing condition was necessary to reach hardness values similar to those obtained after a 40 s exposure to the halogen light. Using the indirect curing condition, hardness values reached after an 18 s exposure (3xSC mode) with the plasma light were either equivalent or inferior to those obtained with 40 s halogen irradiation. Direct polymerization with the plasma light used requires longer exposure times than those initially proposed by the manufacturer. The effectiveness of plasma generated light was lowered by composite or natural tissues, and therefore requires an important increase in the irradiation time when applied to indirect polymerization. The practical advantage of this polymerization method is less than expected, when compared to traditional halogen curing.